Abstract. Let R be a noetherian prime p.i. ring, C the center of R and C its normalization. It is proved that R is integral over its center if f C is a Krull domain. We also give a simple proof for the following theorem [7] : The normalization of a commutative noetherian domain is Krull.
Introduction. The purpose of this note is twofold. Firstly, to give an elementary simple proof of the so-called "Mori-Nagata" theorem [7] : "Let C be a noetherian commutative domain, then C-its normalization, is Krull." A generalization for the nonnoetherian case is also obtained. Secondly, we give a characterization for a noetherian prime P.I. (polynomial identity) ring R to be integral over its center. One should note that there already exists a fairly simple proof for the Mori-Nagata theorem [8] . Unfortunately, this proof does not seem to be useful in the noncommutative case.
Our main theorem in §2 is that "A noetherian prime P.I. ring R is integral over its center C, iff C is Krull." This result may be viewed as a generalization of the following theorem ( [1] , [2] ): "A noetherian prime P.I. ring R is finite over its center C, iff C is noetherian." The special case of C = C is already obtained in [11] .
The commutative results are handled in §1, while the noncommutative part is in §2. The characterization obtained in §2 is a straightforward application of the methods in § 1, hence we shall merely mention the difference between these proofs. All rings are with unit, and for notations we follow [5] in § 1 and [9] in §2.
1. All rings are commutative. We shall give here a short elementary proof and a mild generalization to the following theorem.
Theorem [7] . Let C be a noetherian integral domain, then C is a Krull domain.
For a proof of the theorem the following result due to Matijevic is important. Proposition 1.1 [6] C as above, K = qf(C). Let C' = {x E K\3I an ideal in C with xi C C and C/I is artinian). Then every subring S, C c S C C is noetherian. Remark 1.2. For a very short proof and a noncommutative generalization see [10] .
Corollary
1.3 (Krull-Akizuki [7] ). Let C be a noetherian domain, dim(C) = 1 then every over ring S,C C S C K = qf(C) is noetherian.
We construct a sequence of rings {CA}, X an ordinal number, by means of transfinite induction. They will satisfy the following properties:
(i) c CCXCC,
(ii) Vx in CA 3mx = mx(x), . . . , mr = mr(x) with xmx' ■ • • me/ Q C, where m¡, i = 1, . . . , r, are maximal ideals of C and e = ex(x), . . . , er = er(x) are in N.
Say C, = C. And assume CA is defined. If for all maximal ideals p in CA either grad(/?) ^ 1, or grad(/?) = 1 and p-p~x = CA happens, we stop the process in the X step. Otherwise, we take p maximal ideal in CA with grad(/>) = 1 and/7 ■ p~x = p we define CA+, = p~x. It is easy to check that CA +1 is a ring. If ¡u is a limit ordinal and CA is defined VX < /x, we define Proof. C is noetherian implies that C = C\ Cq where the intersection runs on all maximal grad one ideals q and the intersection is locally finite [5] . Hence C = C* = f)C* = RC, [4] (C*-the complete integral closure of C), and obviously the intersection is still locally finite. Hence it suffices to show that each Cq is Krull; that is, we may assume that K-t\\m C < oo to begin with. We shall prove the theorem via induction on Krull-dim(C). The case A'-dim C = 1 is established in Corollary 1.3. We apply now the process of constructing {CA} from C. If the process does not stop we exhaut C after a step ft with card(ju) > card(C), and so C = C^ is noetherian, hence Krull. Say the process stops at ju; then V/? a maximal ideal in C^ either grad(/?) =é Proof. We observe first that h(p) < oo for all prime ideals pin C. Indeed let p = p n C then K-dim Cp < oo, and so h(p) < K-dim Cp < oo. We The next theorem is a direct consequence of the preceding one. Theorem 1.9. Let C be a domain satisfying the following conditions: (\) Cp is noetherian for every prime idealp in C.
(2) C= f\qCq, where q is a maximal grade one prime ideal and the intersection is locally finite.
Then C is Krull.
Proof. That C = C\qCq and the intersection is locally finite implies that C* = DC* [4] , moreover, Cq is_noetherian; hence, C* = Cq = f)C¿ where h(p) = 1, p is a prime ideal in C and /> n C Ç ç for some q. We claim that every primep in C, with h(p) = 1 appears in this intersection. Indeed, let/? be such ideal and p =p n C then grad(^, n Cp) = 1 [7] ; hence grad(pp) = 1 and so grad(/>) = 1 (1.7), but then p a q, q a maximal ideal of grade one. Thus pq is a prime ideal in Cq and h(pq) = 1 and so (Cq)p = Cp appears in the intersection C\(Cq)w, h(W) = 1, W is prime in Cq. Condition (1) and 1.8 guarantees that C = H Cp, h(p) = 1 and p is prime in C, hence C = C*; that is, C is Krull.
2. We switch now to the noncommutative analog of §1 in order to prove the following: Theorem 2.1. Let R be a noetherian prime P.I. ring, then R is integral over its center C iff C is a Krull domain.
The proof will follow closely the pattern of the previous section and so we shall merely emphasize the places where an additional argument is required. We begin by stating three lemmas, the proofs of which are given later. Proof. Let x E C* and a E C with ax" E C for n = 1, 2,_Then x" E Ri/a for n = 1, 2,..., and so R c R[x] c Rl/a. R being noetherian implies that R [x] = Rvx + • • • + Rvs and we may take v¡ to be a polynomial in x, hence v¡ E Z(R[x]). We apply Lemma 2.3 with M = R [x] and get that x E C. The other inclusion is trivial.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We define via transfini te induction the sequence {R\}, obeying the following conditions:
(1) R ç Rx c RC.
(2) For x in Rx, 3mx, . . . , mr maximal ideals in C, and /,, . . . , ir, such that xm{< ■ ■ ■ m¡.' Q R.
(3) Rx is integral over CA and CA c C where CA = Z(RX). We observe first that once Rx is defined then Rx is left and right noetherian [10] . Given an ordinal ¡i and assume that Rx is defined for each X < ¡i we define R^.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Case (i). ju = X + 1 then /?M = m^xRx where m0 is a maximal ideal in Cx, grad(w0) = 1 and m0_ ' • m0 = m0. The absence of such maximal m0 will stop the process and we would not define R~.
Case (ii). /x = a limit ordinal then R^ = X<I¡RX. It is easy to check that R^ is a ring and that (1) is satisfied. To check (2) we see first that for ix a limit ordinal it is trivial. If it = X + 1 we pick ax, . . . , ar in C such that mR = axR + • • • + arR where m = m0 n C and then xa¡ E Rx for /' = 1, . . ., r, and there are mx, . . ., m, such that (xa^Wj^^J/ <Z R and so xmWj_xmß C R, m is maximal in C since Cx C C.
To check (3) we see again that ii = a limit ordinal is easy. Indeed, let x E Rp then x E Rx for X < ii, x is integral over Cx Q C^. Say ju = X + 1 then Rx+X = môxRx C Rx\/y where y E m0 for some y, then Rx being noetherian implies R\+\ = Bxwx + ■ ■ ■ + Rxw, and we can take w, e w0_1 Q Z(RX+X). Let x E Cx+1 then by Lemma 2. is a finite Cx module [9] , now y E D and so y is integral over Cx by the determinant argument. This also establishes the inclusion Cx c Cx+X c C. The proof follows now the same lines as in § 1 via induction on dim R = dim C < oo, the reduction to this case is by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, the case dim R = 1 is valid by Remark 1.2. We need two additional remarks. First, if the Rx sequence does not stop, then Rx = RC for some ju and R^ is noetherian and integral over its center CpcC; but then C = C^ and RC is centrally integrally closed in the sense of [11] and hence C is Krull [11] .
Secondly, the following remark is needed: Let q < Cx with grad(^) = 1, q is a maximal ideal and q~x ■ q = Cx then h(q) = 1. Indeed, we may localize by q, if p c q, prime ideal in Cx, then (q~' • p)q c />, hence q~x ■ p Cp, hence q~x • p = p orp = qp, hencepRx = q(pRx). But # c -/(^x) since <? is maximal and Rx is integral over CA and so we get a contradiction via Nakayama's Lemma. Q.E.D.
We have to prove the converse: Let Äbea noetherian prime P.I. ring and C is Krull, then R is integral over C. From [11] we have that C* D Z(T(R)) where T(R) is the trace-envelope of R and so (C)* Z) Z(T(R)) but (C)* = C (C being Krull) implies that C D Z(T(R)). Thus for r E R, c¡(r), i = 1, . . . , n, the coefficients of its characteristic polynomial are integral over C and so r is integral over C. Q.E.D. Note 2.6. One can get a better criterion by merely requiring that C = D ¿ Q, h(v) = 1 and C-is a D.V.R. The proof, though, is more complicated.
and b¡ E px, c, E C. Let J = (b2, . . . , b") c px. We find by induction q c px with q D J and h(q) < n -1. Let Ç be a prime ideal of R with Q C\ C = q.
Then Ä/Ö ¡s integral over C/q hutp/q a minimal prime over (a, + a)/a is not of height one, a contradiction to Lemma (a).
To complete the proof of Lemma 2.4 one should observe that for p a prime ideal in C,pR = axR + • • • + a,R and that/7 is minimal above (a,, . . . , a¡).
